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CAUTION: This message originated from outside the organization. Please exercise caution when clicking links or
opening attachments from external sources.
To the Albany County Commissioners,
Please see attached for ConnectGen’s responses to the questions we received from Albany County on June 25, 2021.
This afternoon we received 4 additional questions from the County; to avoid delaying our responses to the original
questions, we are sending over our responses to questions #1‐14 now (attached) and will follow up with responses to
the additional questions #15‐18.
If any additional questions come up, please don’t hesitate to send them our way.
Sincerely,
Amanda MacDonald

1001 McKinney, Suite 700
Houston, TX 77002
Phone: 508.246.6269
Email: amacdonald@connectgenllc.com

This communication, including attachments, is intended only for the exclusive use of addressee and may contain
proprietary, confidential, or privileged information. Any use, review, duplication, disclosure, dissemination, or
distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in error.
Please notify sender immediately by return e‐mail, delete this communication, and destroy any copies. For more
information please see www.connectgenllc.com
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June 30, 2021
To the Albany County Commissioners,
Thank you for your diligence reviewing the Rail Tie Wind Project (“RTWP”, “Project”)
application. Please find below responses to your questions that ConnectGen received from
Albany County on June 25, 2021. We are happy to answer any addition questions you may have.
1. Does ConnectGen have a transportation plan and which roads will be the most used
roads for turbine and blade transportation? Will there be designated times day or
night for transportation to cease?
Yes. The Public Road Use Plan (Appendix F-1) submitted with the application provides an
overview of the roads to be used for turbine equipment transportation. Additionally, see Figure 1
attached to this document which highlights the County roads that will be used for turbine
deliveries and/or general construction traffic. The County roads to be used for turbine delivery to
the western half of the Project area are Sportsman Lake Road and Cherokee Park Road. The
County roads to be used for turbine delivery to the eastern half of the Project area are Pumpkin
Vine Road, Hermosa Road and Monument Road. Note that only the northern and southern
portions of Hermosa Road are planned to be used for turbine deliveries, as shown in Figure 1.
The turbine manufacturer is responsible for turbine deliveries to the Project. Once the final haul
routes are determined, ConnectGen and the turbine manufacturer will work with Wyoming
Department of Transportation, Wyoming Highway Patrol and Albany County to develop a
detailed Transportation and Traffic Management Plan. The Plan will identify signage, flagging,
escorts, and other traffic management techniques to ensure the public’s convenience and safety.
Turbine deliveries will be planned to occur between 7 am and 5 pm on Monday through
Saturday.
Additionally, over the past several months, ConnectGen has been working with the Albany
County Road & Bridge, County Planning and the County Attorney offices to develop its Road
Use and Maintenance Agreement, which is required to be in place prior to the start of
construction. This agreement requires ConnectGen to leave the County roads in the same or
better condition as they were prior to construction.
To clarify a point of misinformation, ConnectGen’s required width for use of the County roads is
28 feet (not 100 ft as suggested at public hearing). Currently, most County roads in the project
vicinity have a width of approximately 20 to 25 feet; ConnectGen will widen the County roads as
necessary to accommodate turbine deliveries.
2. Is ConnectGen going to transport blades and large turbine parts by rail? If so,
where will the trains be off-loaded?
Depending on the turbine manufacturer ultimately selected, it is possible that certain wind
turbine components may be transported by rail. There is a rail siding located southwest of
Cheyenne, for example, that has existing infrastructure for offloading wind turbine components.
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Any wind turbine components delivered to this rail siding would then be transported via truck to
the Project area.
3. Does ConnectGen have the railroad’s permission to connect the collector lines for
the twenty-nine northern turbines to the Project Substation?
Union Pacific has an established online process for electric line crossing applications. This is a
ministerial process used to ensure proper setback, location, construction and coordination are
followed. ConnectGen will submit its application to Union Pacific once final engineering is
complete as is typical industry practice. This electric collection line is part of the eastern half of
the Project which will be constructed in 2023; therefore ConnectGen will initiate this process
with Union Pacific closer to the start of construction as is customary.
4. Does ConnectGen have the railroad’s permission to cross the main line at Hermosa
Road?
ConnectGen will upgrade the existing Union Pacific railroad crossing on Hermosa Road to
accommodate turbine delivery and construction vehicles. As noted in the answer above, Union
Pacific has an established process for these types of approvals. ConnectGen plans to deliver eight
turbines across this railroad crossing in summer 2023 so there is ample time for ConnectGen to
proceed through Union Pacific’s review and approval process. Also, ConnectGen has the ability
to construct an access road within the Project area to reach these 8 turbine locations if necessary.
ConnectGen will also coordinate with Union Pacific to schedule turbine deliveries to avoid
conflict with train schedules.
5. Does ConnectGen have a detailed revegetation plan that addresses road and crane
impacts? If so, where is it to be found?
Yes, revegetation is addressed in the Reclamation Plan found in Appendix J-2 of the application.
The Plan describes reclamation of temporarily disturbed areas after construction, as well as full
reclamation of the Project area at the end of the Project life. To promote the revegetation of
disturbed areas, soil will be de-compacted and revegetated using seed mixes approved by the
landowners and compatible with local Natural Resource Conservation Service and Laramie
Rivers Conservation District recommendations and specifications. Revegetation will follow all
requirements outlined in Chapter 1 Section 9(c)(iii) of the Industrial Siting Council Rules and
Regulations.
The final composition of the seed mix and the amount applied per acre will be described in the
Final Reclamation Plan, which ConnectGen is required to provide to the Industrial Siting
Division prior to the start of construction. ConnectGen is willing to also provide Albany County
with a copy of this Final Reclamation Plan prior to construction as a condition of its WECS
permit approval.
6. Is ConnectGen willing to cease construction operations during critical times in the
year for elk/deer/antelope?
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Yes. The Wyoming Game and Fish Department has recommended that ConnectGen avoid
construction between Nov 15 – April 30 in the portions of the Project area that overlap with
crucial mule deer winter range (approximately 1,651 acres). ConnectGen has adopted this
recommendation as one of its Environmental Protection Measures (WL-11 in Appendix C of
application).
7. Is ConnectGen planning to shut down the windmills during bird migrations in the
event of low clouds or inclement weather?
No, not at this time. ConnectGen has been coordinating with the Wyoming Game and Fish
Department (WGFD) and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) since early 2019, and neither
agency has identified migration impacts as a specific issue of concern. Rail Tie has developed a
Monitoring Plan in coordination with WGFD and has also committed to development of a
Technical Advisory Committee. Following the Tier IV process outlined in the USFWS Wind
Energy Guidelines, post construction mortality monitoring will be performed to identify the
operational impacts to birds and bats, including during migration. The results will be
coordinated with the Technical Advisory Committee to determine whether additional mitigations
should be considered.
ConnectGen has performed multiple years of avian use surveys in the Project area to understand
the potential risk of the operating RTWP to birds, including both small birds such as passerines,
as well as larger birds such as waterbirds and raptors. These studies, along with published
mortality data from operating wind projects in the region, have not suggested significant
mortality risk associated with bird migration. Small bird mean use was documented to be higher
in the spring; however, mean use is not necessarily indicative of collision risk. Mean use by
waterbirds and other non-raptor large birds was documented to be very low, likely due to the
lack of habitat on the site.
8. Is ConnectGen willing to put fire-suppression systems on the nacelles of the
turbines, why or why not?
If the Albany County Commission finds turbine fire-suppression systems a necessary and more
effective fire mitigation measure than what is proposed by ConnectGen, then ConnectGen will
install the systems in the Project turbines. ConnectGen’s approach to fire protection has focused
on a fact-driven comprehensive review of prevention, detection and response opportunities best
suited to the Project-specific fire risk. The strategy outlined in the Emergency Response Plan
(Appendix E) is safe, effective, and commensurate with responding to site-specific fire events. It
is ConnectGen’s opinion that turbine fire suppression systems are not necessary for the Project
and that a turbine fire, if one were to occur, could be effectively contained from the ground.
Turbine fire suppression system technology exists but is not used for the vast majority of wind
projects. For example, Vestas (the proposed turbine vendor for the Project) has installed turbine
fire suppression systems in less than 5% of its installed turbines in the U.S. This is because 1)
turbine fires are rare and 2) turbine fires in rangeland can be effectively contained from the
ground. Turbine fire suppression systems represent a significant cost for a technology that may
never be necessary. It is ConnectGen’s opinion that the cost of such systems would be spent
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more effectively as direct funding to the local fire departments which make resources available
to any fire in the area not just one related to the Project.
9. What is ConnectGen’s process for adhering to Albany County’s regulations should
their modeling prove to be inaccurate?
We assume the modeling referenced in this question refers to the acoustic modeling performed
for the Acoustical Assessment Technical Report (Appendix I of the application). As noted in the
application and in supplemental documentation, the Project has been designed to meet the sound
requirements identified in Albany County’s regulations. However, if during operations a
neighboring landowner claims that Project noise levels on their property exceed the County’s 55
dBA noise limit, ConnectGen would first commission a third-party engineer to complete acoustic
measurements on the property. If the third-party engineer confirms that the Project indeed
exceeds the County’s noise limit, ConnectGen would then seek to remedy the issue in a manner
acceptable to the affected landowner, such as turbine curtailment to ensure the Project operates
within the permitted allowance. ConnectGen is also open to remedies proposed by the County.
ConnectGen is confident that the acoustic modeling performed by Tetra Tech is accurate. Tetra
Tech’s modeling incorporates an uncertainty factor and other conservative assumptions; as a
result, of the 10 operational sound surveys performed by Tetra Tech, they’ve found that
operational sound measurements typically indicate lower or similar sound levels to those
predicted with modeling during permitting.
Finally, some public commenters during the June 1st public hearing claimed that our application
showed that the Project would exceed the County’s 55 dBA noise limit. This is false. Figure 2 of
Appendix I shows that the Project noise levels will be well below the 55 dBA noise limit, and in
fact will be less than 50 dBA along the majority of the Project boundary. It also shows that noise
levels will not exceed 40 dBA at any of the nearby non-participating homes.
10. Why is a solar array not being considered for this project?
ConnectGen has evaluated the feasibility of solar in this region but is pursuing wind for the
Project area for a number of reasons, including:
A. The wind resource in the Project area is significantly better than the solar resource.
For comparison, the 504 MW RTWP will have a net capacity factor of approximately
45% and will generate nearly 2 million megawatt hours of energy each year. A 504 MW
solar project at the same location would have a net capacity factor of approximately 25%
and would generate approximately 1.1 million megawatt hours of energy each year.
B. There is limited demand for Wyoming solar power.
o Due to its much higher productivity, Wyoming wind power is significantly lower
cost than Wyoming solar power, which results in limited demand for Wyoming
solar power from utilities. For example, PacifiCorp’s recent All-Source Request
for Proposals resulted in the selection of several Wyoming wind projects but no
Wyoming solar projects.
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o A public commenter at the June 1st public hearing suggested that because
ConnectGen is developing a solar project in New York, it could also develop a
solar project in WY. This is an inaccurate comparison. The state of New York has
passed a bill to reach 100% renewable energy and its utilities are procuring
significant amounts of renewable energy to reach this goal. Additionally, New
York has a relatively poor wind resource. For that reason, there is significant
demand for new solar projects in New York. Conversely, Wyoming has no
renewable energy target and has an excellent wind resource.
C. There are better locations for solar development in Wyoming. If ConnectGen was to
develop a solar project in Wyoming, it would not select the RTWP area. Solar resource is
less location-specific than wind resource, which means there are many more potential
locations for solar development across the state. For example, ConnectGen would
prioritize solar development sites that are near existing lower voltage substations, which
are lower cost to interconnect to than to a transmission line.
11. Should the RTWP be sold to another company, will ConnectGen ensure that all
agreements with Albany County and others be transferred to the successor?
Yes. The RTWP is bound to all conditions and requirements in its wind leases, permit approvals,
and other agreements regardless of who the owner is. Furthermore, it is ConnectGen’s plan to
build, own and operate the RTWP.
12. What is ConnectGen’s blasting plan and will there be times during the day/night
that blasting will not take place?
The Environmental Protection Measures developed for the RTWP (Appendix C of application)
include the commitment that if necessary “Blasting or hydraulic hammering will be limited to
daylight hours” (NOISE-3).
Final engineering, which will include geotechnical borings at each turbine location, will
determine if blasting will be necessary to construct any of the turbine foundations. If blasting is
determined to be necessary, the general construction contractor will develop a Blasting Plan for
the RTWP. This Plan will include information on all procedures, materials and equipment to be
used, and will describe precautions to be taken with regard to worker and public safety and
protection of existing structures. Any blasting work will be directly supervised and performed by
a WY certified shot-firer. ConnectGen is willing to providing Albany County with a copy of its
Blasting Plan prior to construction as a condition of its WECS permit approval.
13. With regard to the FAA and ConnectGen, what is the current status of the ADLS
lighting system approval?
As required by Albany County’s wind regulations, ConnectGen will apply to the Federal
Aviation Administration for the use of ADLS for the RTWP. Final coordinates of the turbines
and ADLS radars are required to apply to the FAA for ADLS approval; therefore, ConnectGen
will file this application once final engineering and micro-siting are complete.
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In the meantime, ConnectGen has been working with ADLS vendors to identify the radar
locations and technologies that will best meet the FAA requirements for radar coverage and
provide feasible nighttime lighting mitigation solutions. While FAA maintains jurisdiction over
the use and approval of ADLS, ConnectGen is confident that it can obtain approval for the use of
ADLS for the RTWP.
14. Why are Albany County residents not able to receive power from the RTWP?
The majority of Albany County receives power from the electric utility PacifiCorp (aka Rocky
Mountain Power). PacifiCorp has an extensive transmission system throughout Wyoming, and
historically has purchased power from wind projects that interconnect directly to its system.
The RTWP will not interconnect to PacifiCorp’s transmission system; rather, it will interconnect
to a transmission line that is jointly owned by the Western Area Power Administration, Tri-State,
and Platte River Power Authority.
While it is possible to move power from the RTWP to PacifiCorp’s system, it is up to PacifiCorp
to decide where it will procure its energy resources.
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Figure 1: Rail Tie Wind County Road Use Map
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